
To the Ministers of Transport in Feb 2nd 2002
Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania

Rail Baltia - the Baltic railroad for the Nordic dimension in Europe

A non-profit and non-political private society, Eurorail, was found in 1995 to promote the railroad connection 
between Finland and Central Europe according to contemporary requirements and EU:s transport policies. 
The active members of the society represent experience in administration, social and community planning, 
rail transport and technology and geotechnology. Their goal will be achieved through modernising of existent 
railroads in the Baltic countries and founding at  the first  stage a rail  ship line between the two capitals 
Helsinki and Tallinn; finally a super fast railroad would connect St Petersburg and Berlin through a rail tunnel 
between Helsinki and Tallinn.

According to EU:s transport policy both goods and passengers should travel with the least environmental 
impact and highest possible speed. Rail  transport meets this criteria best  if  appropriate infrastructure is 
developed. For Finland and the future Baltic members of EU it means participation in the project to upgrade 
the EU:s Corridor 1 of Trans European Network. This would mean a passenger trip time at the most 7.5 
hours between Helsinki and Berlin.

A fixed railroad link between the two capitals  with  a potential  population of  two million would  make an 
effective internal rail traffic possible, which is the primary condition on economic and cultural coherence as a 
twin city. Through the tunnel the trip would take about 30 minutes regardless of weather and ice with no limit 
in capasity.  The number of ship passengers between the cities has already crown to over six million. Of the 
total amount of 60 million tons of freight in sea transport to and from Finland on the Baltic Sea a considerable 
amount is potentially movable on the rails in the tunnel.

For the Baltic countries transit traffic to and from Finland is a similar economic condition for the viability and 
increasing of the internal North-South rail traffic. In November 7th 2002 ministers on transport  of the Baltic 
countries have signed an agreement of collaboration to nominate a group of experts under leadership of 
Latvian Republic to decide the most appropriate location of the rail track.

We are interested in any step taken to support the continuity of passenger and freight traffic on rails between 
Tallinn  and  Warsaw and  especially  in  the  most  direct  and  thus  potentially  fastest  connection.  Suitable 
harbours for rail ships are to be  found on Estonian and Finnish coast most urgently, as well as geotechnical 
surveys of the Gulf of Finland are  to be done for most economic direction of the tunnel.

It seems that application for EU:s funding for track renewal on several locations simultaneously might be 
appropriate. This phase assumes collaboration of Finland, Baltic countries, Poland and Germany. We are 
convinced of  the realism of  Rail  Baltia  if  international  specialists  prepare the technical,  economical  and 
political solutions necessary.
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